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Abstract. We propose an approach for enhancing the absorption of thin-film amorphous silicon
solar cells using periodic arrangements of resonant dielectric nanospheres deposited as a
continuous film on top of a thin planar cell. We numerically demonstrate this enhancement
using three dimensional (3D) full field, finite difference time domain simulations and 3D finite
element device physics simulations of a nanosphere array above a thin-film amorphous silicon
solar cell structure featuring back reflector and anti-reflection coating. In addition, we use the full
field finite difference time domain results as input to finite element device physics simulations to
demonstrate that the enhanced absorption contributes to the current extracted from the device.
We study the influence of a multi-sized array of spheres, compare spheres and domes, and
propose an analytical model based on the temporal coupled mode theory. © 2012 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JPE.2.024502]
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1 Introduction
In a solar cell, reducing the active material volume and improving electrical properties can be
achieved by using thin active layers.1 In the photovoltaics industry, random texturing2 and antireflection coatings3 are commonly used to increase light absorption in solar cells. Dielectric
particles have been used as diffractive structures4 or for nanotexturing applications.5 Recently,
dielectric resonant structures supporting strong localized modes have been proposed as a way to
increase light absorption on a perfectly flat solar cell without compromising the electrical performances of the active material.6,7 Dielectric nanospheres are promising structures for light
trapping in planar, thin-film solar cells. It has recently been shown that freely propagating sunlight can be diffractively coupled and transformed into several guided modes within an array of
wavelength scale dielectric spheres. Incident optical power is then transferred to the thin-film
absorber layer within the cell by leaky mode coupling. Whispering gallery modes in the spheres
can be coupled into particular modes of the solar cell8 and significantly increase the fraction of
incident light absorbed.6 As a reference, we use a typical flat, ultra-thin, amorphous silicon (a-Si)
solar cell and we study the influence of a hexagonally close packed (HCP) array of nanospheres
on top of it. Spheres can be mono- or multi-sized, and we look at an array of wavelength scale
dielectric spheres separated by smaller spheres. Using a multi-size array of spheres, additional
mode excitation, and therefore photocurrent improvement, is expected. We numerically
demonstrate this optical enhancement using three dimensional (3D) full field, finite difference
time domain (FDTD) simulations of a nanosphere array above a thin-film a-Si solar cell structure
featuring back reflector and optimized anti-reflection coating. We also use the FDTD results as
input to finite element device physics simulations to demonstrate that the enhanced absorption
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contributes to the current extracted from the device. We then compare the influence of dielectric
spheres with nanodomes. All simulations presented here are performed with a commercial
FDTD simulator9 and finite element device physics software.10 Finally, we propose an analytical
approach based on the temporal coupled mode theory.

2 Flat Amorphous Silicon Solar Cell
In order to have a control reference for our analysis, we first consider a typical flat a-Si solar cell
structure as represented in Fig. 1(a). It is composed of a silver (Ag) back reflector, a 130-nm
aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) layer, a 100-nm a-Si layer,11 and an 80-nm thick indium tin
oxide (ITO) layer. The AZO layer prevents diffusion of silver in a-Si. The ITO layer is used as a
transparent front contact and acts as an optimized anti-reflection coating. We used 2D FDTD
simulations to calculate the absorption in the a-Si layer. To simulate solar illumination, we used a
polarized broad band plane wave source. We verified that the same absorption was calculated in
both transverse magnetic and transverse electric polarizations. We recorded the electromagnetic
fields for 300 equally spaced frequencies between λ ¼ 300 nm and λ ¼ 840 nm corresponding
to the above band gap absorption in a-Si. In the active region, the power absorbed per unit
volume can be calculated from the divergence of the Poynting vector and is equivalent to12
1
a−Si
Pabs
ðλÞ ¼ ωε 0 0 jEðλÞj2 ;
2

(1)

where jEðλÞj2 is the magnitude of the electric field, ω ¼ 2πc∕λ is the angular frequency of the
light, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and ε 0 0 is the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity.
In the FDTD simulation, the material is defined in every simulation grid point. From Eq. (1),
it is clear that the power absorbed is directly related to the intensity of the electric field. It is
therefore of great importance to increase the electric field intensity in the active region in order to
increase its absorption. The only useful absorption is the one that occurs in the active layer.
Absorption in other layers is parasitic. Since the a-Si absorbing layer is very thin, we assume
that for each photon absorbed in the a-Si, one electron-hole pair is collected. This corresponds to
unity internal quantum efficiency (IQE) in the a-Si layer. With pincident ðλÞ being the incident
power per unit area, the absorption in one of the materials constituting the solar cell is calculated
by monitoring the power that enters (Pin ) and exits (Pout ) the considered material.
ABSðλÞ ¼

Pin ðλÞ − Pout ðλÞ
.
Pincident ðλÞ

(2)

The solar cell is illuminated under the AM1.5G solar spectrum.13 Using the absorption in the
a-Si layer, we calculate the absorbed photocurrent
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Fig. 1 (a) Representation of the flat a-Si structure. (b) Absorption calculated in the different parts
of the solar cell as a function of the illumination wavelength. For the a-Si layer, this corresponds to
the absorption that contributes to useful carrier generation assuming that each photon absorbed in
the semiconductor creates one electron- hole pair. (c) Spectral absorbed photocurrent density
(J ph ) of the solar cell illuminated by the AM1.5G solar spectrum. J solar is also represented.
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J ph ðλÞ ¼ ABSa−Si ðλÞ  J solar ðλÞ;

(3)

J solar ðλÞ ¼ N 0 ðλÞ  e−

(4)

where
is the equivalent spectral current density for the AM1.5G reference spectrum, e− is the electron
charge, and
N 0 ðλÞ ¼

Psolar ðλÞ
;
E ph ðλÞ

(5)

is the incident photon flux. psolar is the equivalent spectral power density for the AM1.5G
reference spectrum, and E ph ðλÞ ¼ hc∕λ is the photon energy where h is Planck’s constant,
and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Figure 1(b) shows the calculated absorption in each layer of the considered solar cell. In
the blue part of the spectrum, most of the photons are lost in the first 80 nm of the ITO
layer. For the a-Si layer, the absorption generates photocurrent. In order to calculate the
total generated absorbed photocurrent, J ph , under the AM1.5G solar spectrum at normal
incidence, the absorption in the a-Si is weighted by the solar spectrum [Fig. 1(c)]. We calculate
J ph ¼ 12.47 mA∕cm2 . Note that in the considered spectral range, this value corresponds to 42%
of the maximum attainable value of 29.90 mA∕cm2 .
In order to understand the link between optical and electrical performance,14,15 we use the
results of the FDTD modeling as input into 3D finite element device physics simulations.
The generation rate at each point on the FDTD simulation grid is calculated from
Gopt ðλÞ ¼

ε 0 0 jEðλÞj2
;
2ℏ

(6)

which is then weighted by the solar spectrum. This 3D generation profile is then interpolated
onto the finite-element device physics simulation mesh, and the electrical current extracted from
the device is calculated for changing applied voltage, by numerically solving the electrostatic
and carrier transport equations in the a-Si layer.16
We consider an n-i-p device. The top 10 nm of the a-Si is doped p-type, and the bottom 10 nm
is doped n-type, both at active dopant concentrations of 3 × 1019 cm−3 . The rest is intrinsic. All
layers are assumed to have a mobility band gap of 1.78 eV; the trap density in the intrinsic region
is taken as 2 × 1017 cm−3 ; and Ohmic contacts are assumed. All other electrical parameters are
taken from Schropp and Zeman.17 From these calculations we extract values for the short circuit
current (J sc ), open circuit voltage (V oc ), and fill factor (FF). The efficiency η is then calculated
according to18 from
η¼

FF  J sc  V oc
.
Pin

(7)

We calculate an overall conversion efficiency of 7.61%, with J sc of 9.27 mA∕cm2 , V oc
of 0.990 V, and FF of 0.830. Note that J sc is lower than J ph due to imperfect charge carrier
collection within the device.

3 Light Trapping Using Resonant Spheres
3.1 Description of the Concept
Our approach here is to consider an array of HCP resonant spheres on top of the solar cell
described in the previous section. We previously demonstrated the interest of SiO2 spheres6
directly placed on top of a-Si and gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells. We extend this concept
and compare the influence of different configurations presented in the next sections.
Figure 2(a) describes the base used for the simulations. Resonant spheres are deposited on
top of the a-Si solar cell. Here, the spheres are HCP and the lattice constant (a) is equal to the
diameter of the spheres (D). Because the system is periodic, we only simulate one period of the
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the solar cell with resonant spheres. (b) Top view of the periodic
arrangement of spheres with their lattice constant a. The black rectangle of dimension (a; b)
indicates the unit cell, and the red rectangle indicates the region that is effectively used for
numerical simulations.

structure corresponding to the rectangle of dimension (a; b) shown in Fig. 2(b). We use periodic
boundary conditions in our 3D FDTD simulations to account for the infinite periodicity of the
structure as well as for the broadband normal incidentpplane
wave source. In this HCP configﬃﬃﬃ
uration, the dimensions of the unit cell are a and b ¼ a 3. The symmetry of the unit cell and the
orientation of the electromagnetic field allow us to simulate one quadrant of the unit cell as
indicated in Fig. 2(b), thus significantly reducing the time and memory requirements for the
simulation.

3.2 Electrical Performance
We use the device physics model, described in the previous section for the case of the flat a-Si
solar cell, to simulate the electrical performance of a cell enhanced with 600 nm diameter,
hexagonally, close packed, resonant SiO2 spheres on top of it. We find that the absorbed
photocurrent, J ph , is enhanced with respect to the flat device to a total 14.05 mA∕cm2 , resulting
in an increased J sc of 10.37 mA∕cm2 , compared to a J sc of 9.27 mA∕cm2 in the flat case. As we
expect, V oc is very close to the case without spheres and equals 0.993 V. FF is 0.831. The result is
that the calculated efficiency is improved to 8.55%, a relative improvement of 12.3% compared
to the flat cell.
The fact that the improvement in J ph results in a corresponding improvement in J sc indicates
that the carriers generated by the resonant absorption are electrically collected within the device.
As is apparent in Fig. 3(d), much of the enhancement occurs in the intrinsic region, thus avoiding
absorption in the doped regions, which have higher trap densities, and thus, degraded carrier
lifetimes.17 We also perform these coupled optical and electrical simulations at specific wavelengths and verify that the carriers generated at the resonant wavelengths contribute to the overall
J sc . At the resonant wavelength of 665 nm (Fig. 3), we find an external quantum efficiency,
calculated as the ratio J sc ð665 nmÞ∕J solar ð665 nmÞ of 0.66, improved from only 0.32 in the
flat case, resulting from the increased absorption of solar radiation in the a-Si and the subsequent
collection of the generated carriers.
We observe that even though the total optical generation rate is the same for TE (transverse
electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) polarizations [Fig. 3(a)], the field profile is different
(not shown here). For the device physics, we consider the averaged value of TE and TM.
Even though it is more precise, recording the electric field in each simulation grid point during
FDTD calculations is very memory consuming. Therefore, we consider 100 points equally
spaced with frequencies between λ ¼ 300 nm and λ ¼ 840 nm. For the following sections,
we calculate the absorbed photocurrent density using the absorption [Eq. (2)] in TE polarization
and consider 300 points.

4 Multi-Size Sphere Array
Multi-sized metallic particles have been proposed in the past to broaden light absorption by
increasing the number of resonances.19 Here we consider a multi-sized sphere configuration.
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Fig. 3 (a) Optical generation rate calculated in the amorphous silicon with and without the
presence of dielectric nanospheres. (b) Calculated current-voltage (JV) curve for the case with
and without spheres. (c, d) Averaged TE and TM electric field intensity in the region where
the spheres are present and in the a-Si region, respectively, at the resonant frequency
λ ¼ 665 nm. (e) Electric field intensity in the a-Si region for the flat case at λ ¼ 665 nm.

This could result in adding a larger number of resonances and therefore further increase the
current density of the solar cell.

4.1 Multi-Sized Sphere Arrangement
Our simulation approach is to start from the same hexagonally, close packed sphere arrangement
as shown in Fig. 2(b) and to insert smaller spheres that fit between the ITO top layer of the solar
cell and the bigger spheres.20.
We represent in Fig. 4 the multi-sized sphere arrangement used for the numerical simulations.
Two sizes of spheres are used. For the bigger spheres, their arrangement is the same as the one
shown in Fig. 2(b) with a spacing (d) between the spheres. Therefore,
pﬃﬃﬃ the lattice constant is
a ¼ D þ d. The dimensions of the unit cell are a and b ¼ ðD þ dÞ 3. The smaller spheres
are placed in the space formed by three nearby bigger spheres as shown in Fig. 4(b). One smaller
sphere fits in such a way that it is in contact with the bigger spheres as well as with the layer
under it. In that way, all the spheres are close packed, and the whole multi-sized sphere structure
maintains itself on top of the solar cell. To place the smaller spheres in the structure, we define

Fig. 4 (a; b) Top view of the periodic arrangement of multi-sized spheres with their lattice constant
(a). The black rectangle of dimension (a; b) indicates the unit cell used for numerical simulations.
(c) Side view of two spheres of different sizes used for the simulations.
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pﬃﬃﬃ
their position relative to the bigger spheres as shown in Fig. 4 as De ¼ ½ð 3∕3ÞðD þ dÞ −
ðD∕2Þ, and their radius equals
r¼

D De De2
þ
þ
.
8
2
2D

(8)

4.2 Simulations of a Multi-Sized Sphere Structure
Using the a-Si solar cell as above, we compute a set of FDTD simulations with a multi-sized
sphere array on top of it. For this purpose, we use SiO2 for all the spheres. We keep the bigger
sphere diameter constant to D ¼ 600 nm, and we vary the spacing (d) between 0 and 220 nm by
steps of 20 nm. When d ¼ 0, the bigger spheres are HCP, and the smaller spheres have a radius
of r ¼ 10 nm. When d increases, r increases as described in Eq. (8). The calculated absorbed
photocurrent density is represented in Fig. 5(a) as a function of d. To evaluate the influence of the
multi-sized sphere structure, we also compute the absorbed photocurrent density for a case without the smaller spheres. For the multi-sized sphere structure, the highest absorbed photocurrent
density is obtained for d ¼ 120 nm and equals J sc ¼ 14.50 mA∕cm2 which corresponds to an
enhancement of about 16% compared to the case without the sphere array. In this case, the
smaller spheres have a radius of r ¼ 144 nm. This value for the absorbed photocurrent density
is very similar to the calculated absorbed photocurrent density for d ¼ 60 nm without the
smaller spheres. As a comparison, we represent in Fig. 5(b) the spectral absorbed photocurrent
density for d ¼ 120 nm. The multi-sized sphere configuration gives a slightly higher absorbed
photocurrent density than the mono-sized configuration, but the spectral enhancement peaks
occur at similar wavelengths.
In Fig. 5(c), we illustrate the ratio between the spectral photocurrent density of a solar cell
with a multi-sized sphere configuration over the spectral photocurrent of a solar cell without
spheres. In all cases, strong enhancement occurs which indicates the optical dispersion of
the modes associated with the multi-sized sphere array. This analysis suggests that the enhancement is mainly due to a coupling of the free space light into the periodic arranged structure as a
whole, rather than into independent spheres. This can explain why a significant enhancement is
not observed when we use a multi-sized sphere array. The sphere array on top of the solar cell can
be seen as a low loss photonic crystal,21 and the energy present in each excited mode leaks into
the solar cell underneath due to the index mismatch between the sphere array and the solar cell.

5 Comparison Between Spheres and Domes
In this section, we compare the absorbed photocurrent density obtained for a case with SiO2
spheres and a case with SiO2 domes. Nanodome structures have already shown their interest
for photovoltaics applications.22 For this purpose, we consider the solar cell structure as represented in Fig. 6. It is composed of a silver back reflector, a 200nm flat a-Si layer, and a silicon
nitride (Si3 N4 ) layer of thickness t. Silicon nitride is a commonly used anti-reflection coating for
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Fig. 5 (a) Absorbed photocurrent density of a solar cell with a multi-sized and a mono-sized
sphere structure as a function of the distance between the bigger spheres. (b) Corresponding
spectral absorbed photocurrent density for the optimal multi-sized configuration where
d ¼ 120 nm. (c) Ratio between the spectral absorbed photocurrent density of an a-Si silicon
solar cell with multi-sized spheres over the spectral absorbed photocurrent density of a solar
cell without spheres.
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Fig. 6 (a) Flat solar cell structure with a silicon nitride antireflection coating. (b) Equivalent case
with nanodomes and (c) nanospheres. (d) Calculated absorbed photocurrent density (J ph ) for (a),
(b) and (c).

silicon solar cells.23 We perform FDTD simulations and calculate the absorbed photocurrent
density for three different cases. In the first one, we vary the silicon nitride thickness between
20 and 300 nm [Fig. 6(a)]. In the second one, sphere domes are considered [Fig. 6(b)].
When the silicon nitride becomes 300 nm thick, SiO2 hemispheres remain on it. In the third
one, we simulate partially embedded 600 nm spheres [Fig. 6(c)]. As opposed to the previous
sections, the spheres or domes are arranged in a square lattice.
The result of this analysis is presented in Fig. 6(d). For the flat case, the highest absorbed
photocurrent density of 19.5 mA∕cm2 is obtained for a 60 nm thick silicon nitride layer. For the
case with SiO2 domes, the highest absorbed photocurrent density is also obtained for a 60 nm
thick silicon nitride layer. The recorded value of 20.24 mA∕cm2 is slightly higher. In the two first
cases, a 60 nm thick silicon nitride layer appears to be the optimal anti-reflection coating at
normal incidence. Nanodomes slightly increase the absorbed photocurrent density. However,
the trend of the curve is similar to the flat case. This suggests that nanodomes act as an additional
anti-reflection coating. For the case with spheres partially embedded, we calculate an absorbed
photocurrent density of 22.19 mA∕cm2 . This value is obtained for a t ¼ 260 nm. This is
more than 10% higher than the optimal case with nanodomes. This third case demonstrates
the interest of combined dielectric spheres and anti-reflection coatings. The strong localized
modes supported and excited within the spheres24 have a stronger influence on increasing
the absorption in the active layer.

6 Temporal Coupled Mode Theory
There are many parameters which need to be optimized for this particular light trapping concept,
including the refractive index, diameter and lattice constant of the spheres, the separation from
the solar cell, the refractive index of the spacer layer, and the refractive index of the solar cell.
Scanning through all of these parameters with FDTD is computationally expensive and time
consuming. Thus, we seek alternative analytic or semi-analytic ways to model the system.
One such method is the use of temporal coupled mode theory,25,26 which breaks down a system
of interest into simple components such as waveguides and cavities. In Fig. 7(a), we show how a
solar cell with a microsphere array can be modeled using this method. Here we treat free space
as a waveguide from where light is incident, the sphere array as a cavity with resonance ω0
which captures and stores the input energy for a finite time, and the solar cell as a semi-infinite
waveguide to which light can leak from the sphere array. The lifetime for light leakage from
the array to free space is given by τ1 and for leakage into the underlying solar cell τ2 .
If we define jAj2 as the energy stored within the microsphere array and js j as the incoming/
outgoing power in the waveguides, we can write a differential equation for the time dependence
of the field amplitude within the resonator:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dA
A A
2 þ
¼ iωA ¼ iωo A − − þ
s ;
(9)
dt
τ1 τ2
τ1 1
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coupled mode theory. (b) Reflection and, (c) transmission spectrum based on the model.

with
s−1

¼

−sþ
1

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
A:
þ
τ1

(10)

For more details, the reader is directed to the above references. We can solve these equations
for the input and output powers to obtain expressions for the reflection and transmission spectra.


2þ 1 − 1 2
− 2
ðω
−
ω
Þ
o
τ
τ
js1 j
 1 2 2
RðωÞ ¼ þ
¼
(11)
2
1
js1 j
ðω − ω Þ2 þ
þ1
τ1

o

τ2

4

TðωÞ ¼

js−2 j2
τ 1 τ2

2
¼
2
2
jsþ
j
1
ðω − ωo Þ þ τ11 þ τ12

(12)

It is clear from these equations that, within this model, the reflection will go zero when
the values for τ1 and τ2 are equal. We plot these spectra in Fig. 7(b) and 7(c) to further illustrate
this.
We now take a simple system to apply this model to and compare it with the predictions. We
take an array of 500 nm close packed SiO2 spheres and separate them from a semi-inifinite
crystalline silicon layer by various spacings of air. This configuration has numerous resonances,
but we will focus on only one resonance at 560 nm. By varying the separation, we are able to
tune the value of τ2 . We assume the value of τ1 is constant with separation. This is a good
assumption as long as the modes of the array are weakly perturbed by the waveguide.25
We can calculate the value of τ1 from the linewidth of the transmission spectrum for an
array of spheres in free space. We then can calculate the value of τ2 from the quality factor
from the linewidth of the transmission spectrum at each separation using the equation
1
1
1
¼
þ
;
Q QFreeSpace QCell

(13)

where QFreeSpace ¼ ω τ1 and QCell ¼ ω τ2 . In Fig. 8(a) we plot the values of Qcell for different
sphere array-solar cell separations as well as the assumed constant value for QFreeSpace. We see
that Qcell exponentially decreases as the sphere array is brought closer to the Si layer. The
intersection of these two curves is where the condition for maximum transmission is met
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Fig. 8 (a) Quality factors as a function of sphere array-solar cell separation. (b) Transmission at
560 nm as a function of sphere array-solar cell separation.

according to the model. To check the model, Fig. 8(b) shows the FDTD calculated values for
transmission at the resonant wavelength of 560 nm.
A maximum in transmission occurs close to the expected position predicted by the theory at
∼200 nm separation. Further work is needed to refine this theory for all possible configurations,
but these initial results suggest that temporal coupled mode theory could be used to model this
system and to obtain informative predictions.

7 Conclusion
We studied several configurations to enhance the light absorption within an ultra-thin a-Si
solar cell by using a periodic nanosphere array on top of it. Multi-sized sphere arrays were
studied and showed a similar enhancement as mono-sized spheres. By coupling optical and
electrical simulation, we are able to verify that the enhanced absorption results in charge carriers
that contribute to the electrical current generated by the cell. Finally, we demonstrated the advantages of dielectric resonant spheres over an equivalent nanodome structure and proposed an
analytical model based on the temporal coupled mode theory.
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